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2

Managing Risk: 30 Years of Food Safety

Cleaning & Sanitizing Activity Sheet

It’s time to put what you have learned to the test. Use this guide to test your knowledge and see if you
can earn a nomination for the Cleaning & Sanitation Employee of the Week!

Answer each question
1. Put the cleaning and sanitizing steps in the correct order:
A. Sanitize the Surface

1.

B. Wash the Surface

2.

C. Allow the Surface to Air Dry

3.

D. Scrape or Remove Food from the Surface

4.

E. Rinse the Surface

5.

2. To Sanitize or Not to Sanitize
Write an X next to each situation that requires the food handler to clean and
sanitize the item being used.
1. Jorge has used the same knife to shuck oysters for 2 hours.
2. Bill has finished deboning chicken and wants to use the same cutting board to fillet fish.
3. Kristen has returned to the slicer to continue slicing cheese after being
called away to help with the lunch rush.
4. Amanda has been slicing turkey on the same slicer from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m
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Managing Risk: 30 Years of Food Safety

Cleaning & Sanitizing Answer Sheet

Use this answer sheet to see how you well you did on this week’s activity sheet!

Answer each question
1. Put the cleaning and sanitizing steps in the correct order:
1. (D) Scrape or Remove Food from the Surface
2. (B) Wash the Surface
3. (E) Rinse the Surface
4. (A) Sanitize the Surface
5. (C) Allow the Surface to Air Dry

2. To Sanitize or Not to Sanitize
Write an X next to each situation that requires the food handler to clean and
sanitize the item being used.
1. Jorge has used the same knife to shuck oysters for 2 hours.

X

2. Bill has finished deboning chicken and wants to use the same cutting board to fillet fish.

X

3. Kristen has returned to the slicer to continue slicing cheese after being
called away to help with the lunch rush.

X

4. Amanda has been slicing turkey on the same slicer from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m
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